In this paper, we study blow-up solutions of virial type to the Zakharov system with magnetic field in a cold plasma in R N (N = 2, 3). After obtaining some a priori estimates on those terms generated by the magnetic field, we obtain a virial type blow-up result to the system under consideration. The result suggests that the magnetic field in a cold plasma doesn't affect the virial type blow-up character of the Zakharov system.
Introduction
Consider the Zakharov system with magnetic field in a cold plasma: here t ∈ R + and x ∈ R N (N = 2, 3), and here E(t, x) is a vector-valued function from R + × R N into C N , n(t, x) is a function from R + × R N into R, B(t, x) is a vector-valued function from R + × R N into R N , η and δ are two constants with η > 0 and δ 0, ∧ denotes the outer product of vector functions, E denotes the complex conjugate of E.
The system (Z-1) describes the spontaneous generation of a magnetic field in a cold plasma [6, 8] . E denotes a slow varying complex amplitude electric field of high-frequencies, B a self-generated magnetic field and n the fluctuation of the electron density from its equilibrium, c 0 is a parameter which tends to +∞ in the subsonic limit [6, 20] . In this limit, the Zakharov system (Z-1) formally reduces to the vector nonlinear Schrödinger equations with magnetic field:
Using Fourier transform, we can solve the third equation in (Z-1) and obtain for E ∈ H 1 (R N ), B(E) ∈ L 2 (R N ) such that
where F and F −1 denote the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform, respectively. To study the virial type blow-up solutions to the Zakharov system with cold magnetic field (Z-1), we consider (Z-1) in the Hamiltonian case. That is, the following system will be considered:
iE t + E − nE + i(E ∧ B) = 0,
with the initial condition at t = 0:
where 0 < c 0 < +∞. For c 0 = +∞, it is not difficult to obtain a finite time blow-up result, which will be discussed in a forthcoming work. Without the magnetic field effect, the system (1.1) becomes:
iE t + E − nE = 0,
When E is taken as a complex scalar-valued function, local existence in time of solutions to (1.2)-(1.3) has been studied by many authors (see [1] [2] [3] 5, 15, 16, 19] 
for N = 2 and N = 3. When N = 3, Landman, Papanicolaou, Sulem and Wang in [7, 17] obtained some numerical results for (1.2)-(1.3) which suggested that a finite time blow-up for some initial data. When N = 2, Glangetas and Merle in [4] have exhibited a family of blow-up solutions for (1.3) of the form
where θ ∈ R, T > 0 and
with r = |x|, w = ∂ 2 r w + 1 r ∂ r w. Furthermore, Glangetas and Merle [4, 5] studied the existence of self-similar blow-up solutions, the concentration properties of the blow-up solutions and the instability result for (1.2)-(1.3) in two-dimensional space. Merle proved in [11] a blow-up result for solutions with negative energy to the Cauchy problem (1.2)-(1.3) in two and three space dimensions. In [12] Merle established optimal lower-bound estimates for the blow-up rate of solutions to (1.2)-(1.3) in two space dimensions.
Returning to the Zakharov system (1.1)-(1.2), we note that it is a system with a nonlocal operator. On the other hand, it is a Hamiltonian system which leads to conservations of the total mass and total energy:
In contrast to the Zakharov system without nonlocal effects, there is no, to our best knowledge, proof of the existence of singular solutions for the cold magnetic field Zakharov system. Moreover, from works [1] [2] [3] 5, 15, 16, 19] , we have: for N = 2, 3, η > 0, δ 0 and for all
where s = 1 for N = 2 and s = 2 for N = 3.
In this paper, we study the existence of singular solutions to the Cauchy problem (1.1)-(1.2) and obtain a virial type blow-up result: 
is defined for all t and
This result suggests a physical fact that the magnetic field in a cold plasma doesn't affect the virial type blow-up character of the Zakharov system. It is unfortunately difficult to prove case (i) of Theorem 1.1 even for the Zakharov system without any nonlocal operator although physical reasoning implies that finite time collapse could occur [17] . Motivated by the work [11] , we obtain Theorem 1.1 by showing case (ii) of Theorem 1.1 must be valid if case (i) does not occur. Comparing to the Zakharov system (1.3), the main difficulty to prove case (ii) of Theorem 1.1 is the presence of the nonlocal term
We must make detailed computations of such nonlocal terms, which relate to rotations, vector products and Fourier transform. In particular, the nonlocal term
will be appear in our estimates. It does not seem to be easy to estimate (1.6) in terms of these conserved quantities in (1.5). Thus, we have to introduce another method different from the standard one in [11] to tackle (1.6). By letting m → +∞ and using the properties of the function ϕ m (x) (for the definition of ϕ m (x), see Lemma 3.2 in Section 3), (1.6) can be estimated with the last term in (1.5).
It should be pointed out that Theorem 1.1 is the first blow-up result for the Zakharov system with a magnetic field in a cold plasma. The method used in estimating (1.6) seems to be new for the study of the blow-up solution of the Zakharov type system. Now we give a definition. Definition 1.1. We call the solution (E, n, v)(t) to the Cauchy problem (
are radially symmetric, then for all time t > 0, the solution (E, n, v)(t) to the Cauchy problem (1.1)-(1.2) has the same property.
Preliminaries
In this section, we assume that (E, n, v)(t) is a regular solution to the Cauchy prob-
Motivated by the result of the Zakharov system without any magnetic effect [11] , we first give some local virial identities of the form
where ϕ(x) behaves like |x| 2 near zero, and like |x| at infinity (see [7, 10, 16, 13] ). That is, we claim the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let (E, n, v)(t) be a regular and radially symmetric solution to the Cauchy
Moreover, let ϕ(x) satisfy that for any x,
Then we have for all t > 0,
where
Proof. According to [11] , (2.3) and (2.4) conclude that for any t ∈ [0, T 0 ],
Thus, (2.5) and (2.6) yield that G(t) < +∞ for all t > 0 and
by a direct calculation and the Parseval identity 14) and
Thus, we get
Now, we calculate 
Putting (2.23), (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30) into (2.18), we get (2.8).
In the following, we prove the radially symmetric case (2.9). For the radially symmetric functions E, n, v, ϕ, we can choose P and w radially symmetric such that E(t) = ∇P (t) and v(t) = ∇w(t). Since ∂ i θ = ∂ r θ x i r for θ = θ(r) and [10, 9, 13, 14] .) There exists a function h : R N → R satisfying that [11, 18] .) The following estimates hold:
(1) There exists c 2 > 0 such that ∀m,
(2) There exists c > 0 such that ∀m, ∀t, 
, c 2 > 0, for every t and every m we have: 
By (3.16) and Lemma 3.3, we get 
Case ii: N = 3. In this case, by (3.17) and 1 − ∂ 2 r ϕ m 0, we have
by Lemma 3.1 and (3.19) one gets
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 2
Now we begin to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Proposition 3.1, it follows that ∀t,
By Young's inequality ab 
Noting that
and
we obtain by (3.25) that 
